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This guide has been developed by MediaSmarts and TELUS 

Wise to support educators, parents, school resource 

officers and other youth advocates in preventing youth from 

forwarding intimate images of other people without consent.  

Fewer kids take and send sexts (nude or semi-nude photos) 

than you may think, but almost half of kids who have sent a 

sext say that the image was then forwarded to other people 

without their consent. This “culture of sharing” leads youth 

to assume that forwarding intimate images is normal and 

expected, when the opposite is true - the behaviour is morally 

wrong and can have devastating consequences for the 

person in the picture and the person forwarding it. 

To help youth understand why the behaviour is wrong, we’ve 

created four videos that explore the most common excuses 

that youth use to convince themselves it’s okay to forward 

sexts. This guide provides discussion points and activities 

to help reinforce the digital literacy skills introduced in the 

There’s No Excuse videos. 

https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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For facilitators: Setting up the workshop  

Because the There’s No Excuse videos are primarily about youth culture and young people’s 

experiences, it is recommended that peer-led discussions be part of this workshop. However, this doesn’t 

mean that adults don’t have a key role to play as facilitators: teens may be the subject experts when it 

comes to youth and social networking, but adults have an important role to play as facilitators who can 

help them find ways to reflect on the issues raised in the videos.

Note: if you are conducting the workshop without peer leaders, you will need to lead the activities yourself.

Workshop length: approximately 1.5 hours. 

Grades: this workshop is intended for youth ages 14+.

Structure of the workshop:

1. Sneaky excuses: Why good people make poor choices (10 minutes)

2. “Everybody does it”: Minimizing the harm (15 minutes)

3. “You should be thanking me”: Justifying the harm (15 minutes)

4. “I’m just the messenger”: Deflecting responsibility (15 minutes)

5. “It’s your fault for sending it”: Blaming the victim (15 minutes)

6. Reflection (10 minutes)

7. What’s the law? (10 minutes)

Challenging excuses

MediaSmarts’ study Non-Consensual 

Sharing of Sexts: Behaviours and 

Attitudes of Canadian Youth found 
that the biggest factor in whether or not 
young people who got sexts shared 
them with other people was whether or 
not they agreed with examples of moral 
disengagement about sexting. Moral 
disengagement is a term used to 
describe those sneaky excuses that we 
use to tell ourselves that it’s okay to do 
something that we know isn’t right, or 
make excuses for other people when they 
do something wrong. To keep youth from 
forwarding sexts they may receive from 
others, we need to help them spot these 
common excuses. 

Throughout this guide, instead of saying 
“moral disengagement,” we’ll use the 
term sneaky excuses to help participants 
understand how easy it is to be fooled into 
making them, and justify their decision to 
forward sexts which can have devastating 
consequences both for the person(s) in 
the picture and themselves.

https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
https://assets.ctfassets.net/1izjqx4qtt8c/4fGGN2ewhUwLk5nRia0Egj/104e28ce6d1f4576361214daefd7201d/Sexting-Report-Feb5-EN-2-1.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/1izjqx4qtt8c/4fGGN2ewhUwLk5nRia0Egj/104e28ce6d1f4576361214daefd7201d/Sexting-Report-Feb5-EN-2-1.pdf
https://assets.ctfassets.net/1izjqx4qtt8c/4fGGN2ewhUwLk5nRia0Egj/104e28ce6d1f4576361214daefd7201d/Sexting-Report-Feb5-EN-2-1.pdf
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Before the workshop: 
Preparing peer leaders

1. Select peer leaders. You will want roughly one peer leader for every five 
youth. Peer leaders may be older youth or those of similar ages who have 
demonstrated a capacity for leadership. 

2. Meet with the peer leaders ahead of time. Ideally, have the peer leaders 
view the videos with you before the workshop so that you can talk about it with 
them. Give each of them a copy of the Peer Leader Guide. (Pages 5-11 of this 
document; be sure to read through the guide yourself ahead of time).

3. Prepare the peer leaders for the workshop by taking them through the 
discussions and the activities in the Peer Leader Guide. Model the process 
you hope to see by listening to them and encouraging them to share their own 
reactions and experiences. Respect their position as subject matter experts.

Although the activities and discussions are intended to be general, there’s 
always a chance that someone may become uncomfortable about what is being 
discussed or disclose something personal that raises concerns about their safety 
or well-being. Should this happen, instruct peer leaders to come to you instead of 
attempting to deal with these sensitive issues themselves.

During the workshop:
Supporting peer leadersp

1. Create a supportive environment. In your opening remarks, remind everyone 
that the goal of this workshop is to create a safe place where people can talk in 
a friendly and respectful way; but if anything makes them feel uncomfortable – 
or they want to talk to someone after the workshop about anything that bothers 
them – they can come to you or another adult that they trust or 

 they can contact Kids Help Phone at 1-800-1-800-668-6868 or 
 www.kidshelpphone.ca (If possible, have this number and web address 

posted in a prominent place.) 

2. Provide the equipment needed for the activities: a computer or tablet on 
which to view the videos, a small object like a ball or a roll of tape that can be 
passed from person to person, and something like a chalkboard, whiteboard or 
chart paper along with something to write on it.

3. Keep everyone on task. While the activities and discussions are taking place, 
support the peer leaders by providing positive reinforcement when groups are 
on task and talking about the video. Encourage synthesis and reflection. At the 
same time, keep an eye on the clock so that you can get to all of the activities.

4. Wrap up the discussion and help students reflect on what they’ve learned with 
the final Cool Down and Reflection activity. 

www.kidshelpphone.ca
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Peer Leader Guide

Thanks for being a peer leader! This guide will take you through everything 

you need to know for the There’s No Excuse workshop. If you have any 

questions, be sure to talk them over with your adult workshop facilitator.      

Let’s get started.

You’re in charge!

As a peer leader, you’re going to lead your group in a discussion about the   
There’s No Excuse videos. You’ll help members connect the videos to their own 
lives and experiences and talk about the video messages that are most meaningful 
to them. 

Your job is also to help keep the activities and conversation on track and make  
sure that everyone is listening and responding to each other’s ideas.

These discussions are supposed to be general, friendly and respectful. But just in 
case the conversation makes anyone uncomfortable, remind everyone that they  
can stop participating at any time and can talk to the facilitator, Kids Help Phone   
or an adult they trust if they need advice.  

Where do I start?

Before the workshop, start by meeting with your adult facilitator and the other peer 
leaders to watch the videos and go through the activities. The facilitator will talk 
to you about how things will go at the workshop and help you decide which key 
messages from the videos you might want to talk about with your group. 

At the workshop, with guidance from your adult facilitator, you and your fellow peer 
leaders will lead your group in activities and discussions based on the There’s No 
Excuse videos. A big part of your job will be to keep participants focused and get 
the ball rolling for each of the activities. Your adult facilitator will help keep an eye  
on the time so that you can get to everything. 

https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel?INTCMP=VAN_howwouldufeel
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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Sneaky excuses: Why good people make poor choices.

Ask participants what they think the phrase “sneaky excuses” might mean. Let them share possible answers but 
don’t tell them if they are right or wrong. 

Ask participants to suggest things that we sometimes make excuses for. Here are some examples you can use 
to prompt them:

• Not having homework or an assignment done

• Getting home later than you said you would

• Not calling/texting someone when you said you would

• Not doing something that you said you would (for example, not putting your laundry away)

• Doing something that you said you wouldn’t do (for example, dumping your laundry on the floor instead of 
putting them away)

Pick one and have participants come up with as many excuses as possible. For example: 

I didn’t do my homework because…

• My dog ate it (the classic)

• I forgot it at school

• I had other school work that was more urgent

• I had to babysit a younger sibling

• It was too hard and nobody explained it to me

• On my way home I passed a burning building and ran in to save the people in there, but my backpack 
caught fire and my homework was destroyed

Once you’ve done this a couple of times, ask participants if some of the excuses seemed better than 

others. Tell them not to worry about which ones seem more believable – but which ones would they feel 

better about using?

Explain that we usually feel better 
about excuses if they help us feel 
that something wasn’t really our 
fault. These mostly fall into four 
types:

1. It wasn’t that bad (it’s just one 
homework assignment)

2. It was better this way (isn’t it better to 
save people from a burning building than 
to do your homework?)

3. It wasn’t my fault (my parents made me 
babysit so I didn’t have time)

4. It was somebody else’s fault (the teacher 
didn’t explain it to me)

Now explain that we don’t just make 
excuses to other people, but to ourselves. 
These are sneaky excuses because a lot 
of the time we don’t even realize we’re 
making them. We use these sneaky 
excuses most often when we want to do 
something that we know is wrong, or to 
not do something that we know is right.
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Video 1: “You should be thanking me”: Justifying the action

Explain to participants that people can be amazingly creative in coming up with sneaky excuses. Tell 

them that you’re going to explore that with an improv game, and give one participant the ball. Have that 

participant come up with something bad that could happen to you and then toss the object to another 

participant, who must come up with some way in which that thing could actually be good. That person then 

comes up with another bad thing, and passes the object to someone else who must find a way to make it 

seem good, and so on. 

For example:

• Something bad: you’re late for school

      ••  How this could be good: ... so you miss a pop quiz and get to do it the next day.

• Something bad: your parents won’t let you go camping
      ••  How this could be good: ... on a weekend when it pours rain.

• Something bad: you lose your wallet
      ••  How this could be good: ... but a really cute boy/girl finds it and asks you out when they return it to you.

Once you’ve played the game long enough to show participants how creative they can be, show the video, 
“You should be thanking me” at telus.com/howwouldUfeel.

Ask participants:

• Is it true that forwarding sexts shows people what can happen if they take and send sexts?

• Does that make it okay to do it?

• Why or why not?

Most people will probably agree that the first statement is true, but that this doesn’t make it okay. If they feel that 
it does justify doing it, you can point out that most people actually aren’t influenced by risk: research has found 
that knowing the possible risks of sexting doesn’t make people any less likely to send or forward sexts. 
You can also explain that sometimes we do have to do things that are wrong to prevent a worse thing from 
happening (for instance, while it’s wrong to waste food, you should probably throw expired food out instead of 
eating it). You should only do it if you don’t have any alternative (for example, it would have been better to eat the 
food before it expired.)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B5U3V3CM-hM
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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Video 2: “Everybody does it”: Denying the harm

Ask participants if they think that they should get to decide whether or not someone shares or forwards 

pictures of them that aren’t sexts. Now, ask if they think that they should ask for permission before 

forwarding pictures of others. (You can tell them that most young Canadians agree with both of these).

Now ask if they’ve ever shared a picture of somebody when they weren’t sure if that person was okay with it 
being shared. Tell them not to feel bad – or not too bad – if they have, because most other people have done it 
too. Explain that it’s easy to come up with sneaky excuses to do something we know is wrong (like forwarding 
a photo of someone without asking first) or to not do something we know is right (like asking someone before 
forwarding a photo of them).

Show participants the video, “Everybody does it” at telus.com/howwouldUfeel.

Ask participants whether they think it’s true that “everyone does it.” For example: 

• How many 16-year-olds do they think have taken a sext? (Just 26%) 

• How many 16-year-olds have forwarded some else’s sext? (Just 24%)

Now ask: Even if it were true that “everyone does it,” would that mean that it was ok to do, and that it didn’t hurt 
the person in the picture?

Next, read this mini-scenario:

Jaime falls asleep on the bus on the way home from a hockey game. His friend Marc takes a picture of him 
leaning against the window, drooling and forwards it to all his friends. The next day everybody is laughing at 
Jaime and he is mad at Marc for distributing the picture.

Now ask: 

• Was Marc wrong in what he did?

• How was Jaime harmed by what Marc did?

Most participants will probably agree that what Marc did was wrong, though some may say that it wasn’t 
because Jaime wasn’t really hurt by it, just embarrassed. Next, explain that how much it hurt Jaime doesn’t 
change whether it was wrong or not, only how wrong it was. What made it wrong was that Marc took away 
Jaime’s right to consent (or not to consent) to having the picture taken and having it shared with other people. 
Because Jaime was asleep, he couldn’t give or withhold consent – but that didn’t mean he lost the right to do so.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxjPW0DDIoQ
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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Video 3: “I’m just the messenger”: Shifting the responsibility

Tell participants that one of the most common sneaky excuses is to tell ourselves that what happened (or 

what we did) wasn’t actually our fault. Sometimes we do this by telling ourselves that we didn’t have a 

choice about doing it; sometimes we shift the blame to someone else. 

Just like with justifying the harm, we can be amazingly creative in finding ways to shift the blame for something 
to someone else. Tell participants that they’re going to explore this by doing an improv game called “hot 
potato”: start with something bad that someone did or let happen. Toss the ball to one participant, who has to 
come up with a reason why it’s someone else’s fault and then toss the ball to another person, who has to find 
a way to pass the blame to someone else (and so on). 

You can use this as an example:

• Start with something bad: you left the fridge open. (Toss the ball.)

• It’s not my fault I left the fridge open; he made a mess that I had to clean up so I forgot. (Toss the ball.)

• It’s not my fault I made a mess; I tripped on the backpack she left on the floor. (Toss the ball.)

• It’s not my fault I left the backpack on the floor; I was busy doing my homework. (Toss the ball.)

When someone is unable to think of a way to blame someone else, start over. Here are some other examples 
of things someone might be blamed for:

• Not feeding the dog or cat

• Scratching the paint on your parents’ car

• Not getting an assignment done on time

• Breaking a window

Now show the video, “I’m just the messenger” at telus.com/howwouldUfeel and ask participants whether 
they think it is okay to forward a sext if other people have already sent it around. Many participants will 
probably feel that while it is still bad, it is not as bad as being the first one to share it. Ask them  to consider:

• What if your forwarding a sext was the reason someone’s parents saw it?

• What if your forwarding a sext was the reason someone’s teacher saw it?

• What if your forwarding a sext was the reason it got posted somewhere public? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-Jue5xpIqY
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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Video 4: “It’s your fault for sending it”: Blaming the victim

Explain to participants that sometimes we don’t just shift blame away from ourselves, but actually blame the person who was harmed. For example, if you were 

riding your bike and hit someone who was crossing the street, you might look for ways to tell yourself that it was really their fault. 

Show the video, “It’s your fault for sending it” at telus.com/howwouldUfeel 
and then ask who is more likely to get blamed if a sext gets forwarded around – 
the person who took it and sent it, or the person (or people) who forwarded it to 
others? Why are we more likely to blame the one who did something risky (taking 
and sending a sext) than the one who did something wrong (forwarding the sext)? 
Let the participants discuss this for a few minutes but don’t settle on an answer.

Draw two large boxes on the board or paper and write “Boys” above one and 
“Girls” above the other. Ask them to think about how society and media think about 
boys and girls and suggest words to go into each box. You will probably end up 
with something like this:

 BOYS GIRLS

 Strong Pretty

 Tough Emotional

 Care about sports Care about clothes

 Never talk about feelings Talk all the time to friends

Make sure participants understand that you’re not saying you believe boys and 
girls are this way, but that this is a stereotype – a fixed idea about a whole group of 
people – that many people still believe. 

Now, ask participants what happens if you go “out of the box”: How do people 
react to a boy who cares a lot about clothes, or to a girl who seems really tough?

Lead a discussion on how these “boxes” impact how we think and feel about 
sexting and forwarding sexts. Are people more likely to excuse boys for forwarding 
sexts because it’s something that fits “in the box” when it comes to boys and sex? 
Are people more likely to blame a girl whose sext is shared because taking and 
sending sexts was “outside the box”?

Ensure the group understands that it is our collective responsibility to challenge the 
stereotypical beliefs that may lead us to blame victims and excuse the actions of 
those who forward sexts. 

 BOYS GIRLS

 Mostly interested in sex More interested in romance

 Always interested in sex Aren’t interested 
  (or don’t show interest) in sex

 The aggressor, pursue sex The “gatekeeper”, controlling
 with girls  access to sex

 Brags with friends about sex Talk to friends about relationships

Ask participants to list stereotypes of boys and girls when it comes to sex and 
relationships. You will probably get something like this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hz2SXdA0xFM
https://www.telus.com/en/wise/how_would_u_feel
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Reflection

Have participants discuss what they think are the most important issues 

raised by the videos.

• Do people identify similar issues or are there significant differences? 

• What might explain the differences (access to technology, different 
experiences, different ages in the groups, etc.)?

Ask participants to think about the various ways that people responded to 
the videos. Did that make them think any differently about what happened in 
the videos? 

Pick the issues that were identified as being most important and have 
students brainstorm effective ways of dealing with them.

Remember, at the end of the day, the most 
important message to convey through 
these exercises is that while taking and 
sending sexts is a risky behaviour 
in itself, there is never an excuse to 
share or forward a sext of someone 
else without their consent.
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What’s the law?

For the adult facilitator:

Explain to participants that while it’s very unlikely that anyone in Canada would get in legal trouble for 

sending a sext (even if they’re under 18), it is illegal to forward and share sexts without the consent of the 

person in the image (regardless of age).

Tell participants that the law can be an important tool for helping somebody if their sext was shared without their 
consent, so it’s important that they know their legal rights. Briefly explain to the group how the following sections 
of the Criminal Code of Canada apply to online issues:

• Harassment: When someone “causes [an]other person reasonably, in all the circumstances, to fear for their 
safety or the safety of anyone known to them.” This includes “repeatedly communicating with, either directly 
or indirectly, the other person or anyone known to them” and “engaging in threatening conduct directed at 
the other person or any member of their family.” (Criminal Code 264) 

• Publishing intimate images: When someone “knowingly distributes, transmits, sells, makes available or 
advertises an intimate image of a person knowing that the person depicted in the image did not give their 
consent to that conduct, or being reckless as to whether or not that person gave their consent.” (Criminal 
Code 162.1) Legal experts have said that under this law it is “likely that police will focus on individuals 
who are instrumental in distributing these images (by being the originator of the distribution, or actively 
encouraging its wider spread).  So it’s very unlikely that you’ll be charged by taking and sending an intimate 
image, but can be if you share a photo of someone else without their consent.

• Extortion: When someone “by threats, accusations, menaces or violence induces or attempts to induce any 
person … to do anything or cause anything to be done.” (Criminal Code 346)

• Luring: When someone “by a means of telecommunication, communicates with a person who is, or who the 
accused believes is under 18 to commit sexual acts.” (Criminal Code 172.1)

• Unauthorized use of computer: When someone “fraudulently and without colour of right, obtains, directly 
or indirectly, any computer service.” (Criminal Code 342.1) (“Colour of right” is a legal term that means “an 
honest belief that what you’re doing is justified under the law”).

Tell participants to pick up a copy of the Know Your Rights handout on their way out of the session.



      When it comes to our digital world, know your rights!
Everyone has rights - online and offline. Nothing you do makes it okay for 
someone to be mean to you or distribute pictures of you without your permission. 

If somebody posts a photo of you without your permission:

• Start by asking the person who shared it to take it down or stop 
distributing it. Youth report that this works more often than not!

• Ask the service or platform where it was shared to take it down. 
If you’re under 18, they may be required by law to take it down, 
and most have a policy of taking down any photos that were 
shared without the subject’s permission.

• Do a reverse image search with a service like TinEye (www.
tineye.com) or Google search “Find related images with reverse 
image” to see if the photo has been posted anywhere else. If it 
has, repeat step 2.

• If you’re partly or fully naked in the picture, you may want to 
talk to a lawyer, report it to CyberTip.ca, or contact the police. 
The police have the power to force someone to take down and 
stop spreading the image. And don’t worry! No young person in 
Canada has ever been charged for sending a consensual sext. 
It’s very unlikely that you’ll be charged unless you are guilty of 
distributing a photo of someone else.

You always have a right to…

Be treated with respect. If someone hurts, insults or scares you, tries to control 
what you do, pressures you to do things you don’t want to do or tries to keep you 
away from friends and family, you don’t have to put up with it. If someone is doing 
this, they could be charged with criminal harassment. 

Say yes or no. You have the right to give or not give consent to what’s done to 
you, whether that’s distributing photos of you, accessing your online accounts or 
reading or posting things that you did online. You have a right to say no to your 
friends, too: a lot of boys say they feel pressured by their friends to do things that 
are abusive, like forwarding sexual photos of their girlfriends. It can be hard to 
stand up to this pressure, but you have to think about how giving in could hurt 
you and your partner. 

Your privacy. If someone shares or forwards a sexual photo of you without your 
permission they could be charged with publishing an intimate image, and a 
judge can order that the photos be taken off the Internet. If someone says that 
they’ll spread embarrassing stuff around if you don’t do what they say, like share 
an intimate photo of you or  someone else, they can be charged with extortion.   

Be a kid. No matter how grown-up you think you are, it’s not good for young 
people to have a sexual relationship with adults. If someone over the age of 18 
contacts you online and tries to get you to be their boyfriend or girlfriend, they can 
be charged with luring a child – even if they tell you the truth about who they are 
or how old they are.  

Get help. Talk to friends, parents, teachers, or other adults you trust. If 
someone has threatened violence, either online or offline, you should contact 
the police. If there’s nobody you can or want to talk to in person, you can call a 
helpline like Kids Help Phone (1-800-668-6868) or visit their website 
www.kidshelpphone.ca

https://tineye.com/
https://tineye.com/
https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/1325808?hl=en
https://www.cybertip.ca/app/en/
https://kidshelpphone.ca
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How you can participate in TELUS Wise.
 • Visit telus.com/wise to learn more.

 • Book a free in-person TELUS Wise workshop for your child’s school and/or parent group.

 • Contact us at wise@telus.com.

 • Join the conversation online with @TELUS and using #TELUSWise.
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